


mental health. In a crowded City the allotments on the East side of the city are small 
areas of both healthy food production, peace and community activity. 
 
There has been a lack of transparency about this project from its inception creating a 
foment of distrust in the process: 
 

1. Who will benefit and who has already benefitted from the project? Thanks to 
investigative journalism we have begun to get a picture of a project that has 
been deliberately cloaked in secrecy – why is that? The detail as to how this 
project may be implemented with minimal disruption to the city are sketchy at 
best. 

2. There will be zero local employment from this project. Any small benefit to the 
local economy (from workers buying sandwiches?) will be outweighed by loss 
of parking, loss of green spaces, noise, disruption and quality of life. 

3. How was this route chosen? Are there better alternatives? Was this route 
chosen because of a cost imperative to Aquind and it’s shareholders? 

4. Why wasn’t there local consultation? 
5. Will there be any compensation to local business which will inevitably suffer 

as a result of a project from which Aquind will certainly financially benefit? 
6. Will I as a Portsmouth resident get a say as to what power is piped through 

this tunnel and get to choose my supplier accordingly so that I know it’s from 
renewables?  

 
FINALLY If this project is a good project which is both necessary and beneficial to 
Portsmouth and the Country then it should be properly and impartially assessed as a 
major infrastructure project. Why has no one come here to sell this project to the 
people of Portsmouth? This feels yet again like the little people are being crapped 
on. 
 
Thank you for reading and please take seriously our concerns. I can assure you that 
as I collect signatures to have the issues around this project debated in Parliament 
the people on the west side of the city are just as alarmed as those on the East, the 
North and the South and all political persuasions are for once united in strongly 
objecting to this project. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Rebecca Crow & Christopher Jones 
 
 
 
 




